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Abstract—Content providers (CPs) increasingly deploy network infrastructures that oftentimes reach up to the wireless network edge, i.e., base stations or small cells. Hence, they are interested in optimizing resource allocation and relevant performance metrics for that infrastructure. On the other hand, mobile apps featuring streaming content (e.g., video, music) come with social-networking and content-sharing capabilities among users. These need to be taken into account in resource allocation since they decisively shape content demand. In this work, we introduce mathematical optimization problems about resource allocation at the wireless network edge, which obtain interesting twists when social-network diffusion is considered. Specifically, we consider, (i) the problem of content caching and user targeting through the recommender system of the app, with the goal to maximize the social diffusion effect of cached content, and (ii) the problem of user targeting through the mobile app recommender system, so that the available wireless bandwidth is utilized as efficiently as possible.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the evolving landscape of content distribution, streaming content (e.g., video, music) providers increasingly deploy their own content delivery network infrastructure, aiming at improving system-level aspects of Quality of Experience (QoE) for end-users such as content access latency, streaming quality, and throughput. Netflix OpenConnect, Amazon CloudFront and Google Global Cache are examples of such content delivery infrastructures. Further, major music streaming service providers such as Spotify and Pandora have their own content delivery networks (CDNs), while other content providers (CPs) such as Hulu rely on the infrastructure of the CDN giant Akamai for content delivery, with the latter bringing its server infrastructure closer to the user, namely at the base station premises [1].

The interface of these CPs to end-users is realized through a mobile app, which further offers mechanisms and services for improving system-level aspects of Quality of Experience (QoE) for content delivery, discovery of new content, and content sharing in a user community. Recommender systems are an integral part of these apps and suggest new content to users that presumably matches their interests. Furthermore, content-sharing mechanisms offer the possibility to share videos, songs and playlists and to follow the choices of other users. Spotify is known for its AMPcast service which allows musicians to communicate with their fans, and Youtube Community service features video sharing, as well as communication of content creators with consumers [3]. Interestingly, CPs seldom rely on third-party Online Social Networks (OSNs) such as Facebook for their social features; instead, they develop their own social features’ services, hence they have direct access to relevant data.

Content demand and consumption pattern prediction are important for spatio-temporal resource provisioning across a CDN, while quick demand satisfaction is important for enhancing user QoE. When the CDN extends up to the wireless network edge by featuring caches installed at the premises of base stations or small cells, these issues become challenging due to the spatial locality of demand at different cells. On the other hand, mobile apps featuring streaming content (e.g., video, music) come with social-networking and content-sharing capabilities among users. These need to be judiciously taken into account in resource allocation decisions since social-diffusion decisively shapes content demand.

The impact of social networking on content delivery has been studied, starting from the seminal social-network diffusion paper [4] and more recent works (e.g., [5]-[7], and references therein). In [5], knowledge from OSNs and device encounters is used to place content to device caches close to content requesters. In [7], a hypergraph framework is proposed that exploits user social ties and common interests for content placement in a device-to-device setting. Social diffusion-aware social-media recommender systems are studied in [8], while in [9] a joint consideration of content caching and recommendation to users is proposed for maximizing the cache-hit ratio, where the recommender system shapes content demand.

The novelty of this work in progress is the joint consideration of wireless edge resource allocation and social-network diffusion. This joint view is motivated by the real-life scenarios above where the wireless edge network infrastructure and the social-networking aspects of the platform are controlled by a CP. First, we consider the joint problem of content caching and user targeting through the mobile app recommender system, with the goal to maximize the social-network diffusion effect of cached content. This objective pertains to ensuring good QoE for all users that may view the content as a result of diffusion i.e., content sharing. This is also plausible when the CP receives profit through advertisements that are embedded to each content.
of item attributes with the user profile. This probability may be estimated with machine-learning and information-retrieval techniques.

The mobile app is equipped with social-networking features. Users are organized in a directed social graph $G = (V, E)$, where $V = \mathcal{U}$ and $E$ is the set of edges. A directed edge $(u, v)$ between users $u$ and $v$ signifies that user $v$ “follows” $u$, with the understanding that $v$ has visibility on all content that is shared or re-posted by $u$. For item $i$ and user $u$, let $w_{iu}$ be the probability that item $i$ is shared by $u$; this depends on how often a user tends to share items, and on the relevance of item attributes to the user profile.

1) Diffusion model: When content item $i$ is initially recommended and viewed by a user $u$, user $u$ may share it, and thus the item may be viewed by her followers as well. In turn, these followers may share the item so it will reach users that follow them, and so on. It can be seen that the initial recommendation of item $i$ to user $u$ gives rise to a diffusion process in the social-network graph. For each item $i$, the diffusion model with sharing probabilities $\{w_{iu}\}, u \in \mathcal{U}$ gives rise to a probabilistic graph $\tilde{G}_i$, whose edges are assigned an existence probability. Graph $\tilde{G}_i$ is defined as a triple $(\mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}, p^i)$, where $\mathcal{V}$ and $\mathcal{E}$ are the node set and edge set of graph $G$ respectively, and $p^i : E \rightarrow [0,1]$ is a function that assigns a probability of existence to each edge $(u, v) \in E$ so that $p^i(u, v) = w_{iu}$.

Given the probabilistic graph $\tilde{G}_i$, the goal is to specify the set of users that are reached through sharing when the diffusion process is initiated by the recommendation of an item $i$ to a user $u$. Namely for each user $u \in \mathcal{V}$, we seek the set of nodes that are reachable from $u$ with high probability when item $i$ is initially recommended and viewed by $u$. This corresponds to finding the so-called reliable node set of user $u$ in graph $\tilde{G}_i$ [10]. That is, given the probabilistic graph $\tilde{G}_i$, a source user $u$, and a probability threshold $\gamma \in [0,1]$, we need to find the set $R_{iu}$ of all nodes (users) that are reachable from $u$ via a (multihop) path from $u$ with probability larger than $\gamma$.

Computing the exact reliable node set of a node is a hard problem as it relies on the two-terminal reliability problem which is about computing the probability that a node is reachable from another node in a probabilistic graph. However, the reachable set $R_{iu}$ can be accurately and efficiently estimated via Monte Carlo sampling. The idea is to sample a set $D$ of deterministic graphs from the probabilistic graph according to edge probabilities and, for each of these deterministic graphs, compute the nodes reachable from $u$. The reachable set $R_{iu}$ is computed as the set of all nodes that are reachable from $u$ in the majority of sampled graphs.

B. Problem statement

Given the social-network diffusion model above, we would like to find the joint item-to-user recommendation policy and item caching policy so as to maximize the total diffusion effect of cached content, i.e. maximize the number of users included in the union of all reachable sets resulting from diffusion. In that case, the cache hit ratio would be maximized, which
further implies that the positive impact of the cache towards fast retrieval of content demand emanating through diffusion would be maximized, while the amount of content demand traffic, and thus the amount of bandwidth consumed, at the backend network would be minimized.

For each item \( i \), the overlap between different reachable sets initiated by users \( u, v \) should be small so that the cumulative social-network diffusion effect of item \( i \) is higher. Indeed, for a pair of users \( (u, v) \) and item \( i \), the cumulative social diffusion effect is quantified as \( |R_{iu} \cup R_{iv}| \leq |R_{iu}| + |R_{iv}| \), thus the effect is maximized when \( R_{iu} \cap R_{iv} = \emptyset \). Let \( e_{uv}^i = |R_{iu} \cap R_{iv}| \) be the size of the overlap between reachable sets \( R_{iu} \) and \( R_{iv} \). Also, let \( e_u^i = |R_{iu}| \). An upper bound on the number of users that receive item \( i \) when it is initially recommended to user \( u \) is, \( (e_u^i - \sum_{v \in U \backslash u} e_{uv}^i) \). Also define the indicator function \( I_{uv}^i = 1 \) if user \( v \) is in the reachable set \( R_{iu} \), and 0 otherwise. The problem of maximizing content diffusion outreach may be formulated as follows:

\[
\max_{x,y} \sum_{i \in I} x_i \sum_{u \in U} \left( 1 + e_{ui}^i \right) y_{iu} - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{v \in U \backslash u} e_{uv}^i y_{iu} y_{iv}
\]

subject to the constraints:

\[
\sum_{i \in I} x_i = C,
\]

\[
\sum_{i \in I} y_{iu} \leq M, \quad \forall u \in U,
\]

\[
\sum_{i \in I} \sum_{v \in U} I_{uv}^i y_{iu} \leq \epsilon, \quad \forall u \in U.
\]

The first term in (1) counts the users to which an item is initially recommended and the users in the ensuing reachable sets. The second term in (1) is due to the overlap of reachable sets \( R_{iu}, R_{iv} \). Constraint (2) is the cache capacity constraint. Constraint (3) says that at most \( M \) items can be initially recommended to each user, while (4) says that each user should be in at most \( K \) reachable sets; these capture content consumption, attention span or time constraints.

III. EXTENSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The model above calls for an evaluation process with real data, and it can also be extended in various ways. Here we outline some of these future directions.

A. Caching in a multiple-cache setting

An interesting extension would be to consider a set \( C \) of several caches, where each cache \( c \) is attached to a small cell. Each user \( u \in U \) has a subset \( C_u \) of caches within range from which it can retrieve content, while each cache \( c \) covers a subset \( U_c \) of users. The caching policy, \( x = (x_{ic} : i \in I, c \in C) \) now concerns the cache at which to store each item, if at all. There is also a small-cell user association policy \( z = (z_{uc} : u \in U, c \in C) \). The objective is again to maximize the total diffusion effect of cached content, therefore a desirable joint caching and association policy \( x, z \) should aim to allocate users to caches such that the overall overlap between reachable sets is small. A challenge now is that different users in each reachable set \( R_{iu} \) may receive the item from different caches, hence a residence probability of each user in each cache needs to be assumed.

B. Small-cell bandwidth utilization

Consider a single small cell, and let \( B \) be the total bandwidth available in that cell for content transmission. The total consumed bandwidth is a function of the seeding policy \( y \) and it is equal to

\[
W(y) = \sum_{i \in I} \sum_{u \in U} e_{ui}^i y_{iu}.
\]

Uncontrolled content virality may lead to excessive bandwidth consumption and deterioration of user QoE. Namely, if \( W(y) > B \), then some users may experience the negative effects of bandwidth overconsumption on content streaming quality. On the other hand, if \( W(y) < B \), a certain portion of the available bandwidth would remain unutilized. If the CP has leased the amount \( B \) of bandwidth from an access network operator, it makes sense that the CP would like to utilize all of it or as much as possible. Therefore, a valid objective would be to control content virality by deciding on the initial user seeding policy \( y \) with the objective,

\[
\min_y \left| W(y) - B \right|.
\]

In the case of multiple small cells, the association policy \( z \) can also be included in the formulation, since it affects bandwidth consumption in a cell.
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